
WRITING A STATEMENT OF WORK

We'll provide a scope of work sample, that'll help you define your own statement of work format. This is a complete
guide to writing a scope of.

Payments can even be tied to milestones reached along the project life cycle. Include Standards of
Measurements Include standards that will make performance measurements and acceptance possible and
meaningful. The objective section states the marketing or business objectives of the project, and a high-level
overview of the solution. Remember postproduction needs. They just should never be stated as a deliverable!
When Scafidi writes a SOW, he specifies that payments to vendors are made upon acceptance of key
deliverables. Scafidi has taken such advice to heart. Clearly written tasks are also important for reducing scope
creep. Spell out the testing and support you'll need from the vendor, she says. These 9 tips are just an opener
regarding writing statements of work and how to use them in contracts. Send any royalties to me! Do Not
Over Specify or Over State Depending upon the nature of the work and the type of contract, the ideal situation
may be to specify results required or end items to be delivered and let the contractor propose the best method.
You should include: A detailed description of each task, with specifics on how one task relates to another i.
Sounds a little daunting, right? A SOW defines the scope of work required and the time in which it's to be
performed. Most Statements of Work follow a standard format and include a common set of contents. Spell
out your acronyms. Click here to download the Guide. Therefore, when you want to determine how to write a
statement of work, you need to write in such a way that technical and non-technical readers can understand
them during the risk assessment, contract development, solicitation, award, administration, acceptance, and
closeout. How to Write a Statement of Work It's a tricky task that's essential to project success, and it's easier
said than done. The schedule section provides a detailed timeline. For example: Kick off the project Develop
Creative Brief and present it to the client for review and approval Develop up to three creative concepts
Assumptions are the most important part of any SOW and any assumptions that you made when scoping and
estimating the project should be included here. Each section is explained in detail below. The reason is that
since this is a legal contract, it makes it much more difficult to reference outside documents. Without that, it's
like saying to a contractor, 'Build me a house,' [without] telling him when, what kind or how big. Include
Procedures When immediate decisions cannot be made it may be possible to include a procedure for making
them. Guerrero recommends including postproduction requirements in the SOW. Write in clear and simple
language, getting very specific about how deliverables should be submitted, and give clear instructions for
how they will be evaluated for approval. The supporting contract document and blueprint that keeps the
project on track. That defines success better than simply saying, "Vendor will produce user requirements. The
data should include the task name and end date. For example, she says, if you expect your vendor to develop
user requirements, your SOW should state that the vendor must interview specific user groups and have them
approve the requirements before the job is considered done.


